
Dear Parents, 
 
Richboro Elementary School is excited to announce the revamping of the Principal’s 

Club.  The program is a positive behavior support system that rewards students who 
follow our Super Spike Credo.  Power Paws are frequently given out to students 
demonstrating the Super Spike Credo, which provides acknowledgement to the student 
about his/her behavior and gives that student an opportunity to earn additional rewards.  
 
Students who are “caught” following the school-wide Super Spike Credo are given a Power 
Paw that is redeemed in the main office for a spot in the Celebrity Book and a placement 
on the Principal’s 100 Club board. Parents will be notified, via email, if your child 
receives a Power Paw. The contest is similar to BINGO in that the board has numbered 
squares where a student places his/her name in a square that coincides with a randomly 
drawn numbered paw. Once an entire row of 10 is filled, those students whose names 

appear in the winning row of boxes will receive the Mystery Motivator 

reward. The reward could range from lunch with a teacher, homework passes, to tickets to 
the local movie theatre. Upon completion of a cycle, the board will be wiped clean and the 
process will start again. The intended result of the Principal’s 100 Club is increased 
positive behavior, public acknowledgment for following the school-wide Super Spike Credo, 
and greater reinforcement of expectations.  
 
A student’s behavioral/social success within school can have a strong correlation with their 
academic success and love of learning.  We encourage you to ask your child about the 
Power Paws and Principal’s 100 Club.  We also believe it is very important to help 
your child get excited and be proud of their social/behavioral accomplishments, as well as 
all of their academic accomplishments. 
 
HELP WANTED: 
Parents, we are always looking for support and assistance with our Mystery Motivator 
prizes. If you are willing OR know of a vendor or organization that would be willing to 
contribute items in sets of 10 to our Mystery Motivator prizes, please contact the Main 
Office. Kindly keep in mind that each Mystery Motivator prize should be given in sets of 10.  
Prizes could include donation of time (i.e. to run an organized activity), gift certificates, or 
prizes larger in nature.  We would like to avoid small items that could become distracting.   
 
Thank you for your continued partnership and support, 
 
Daneyelle & the RES Staff 
 
 
 
Link to the Super Spike Principal’s 100 Club iMovie:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nl1WcmfnFF8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nl1WcmfnFF8

